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BEST PRACTICE-1 

Title - Environment consciousness  

Objective of the practices- 

1. Conservation as well as generation energy. 

2. Efficient use of available water. 

3. Proper waste management. 

4. To tell environment degradation. 

5. Planting and maintaining trees. 

6. To accept clean production concept. 

The Context- Pahalwan Gurudeen Prasikshan Mahavidyalaya had sustainable 

initiatives at the core of all activities. College campus has significant greenery 

covering parts of the campus something that is appreciated by all visitors on campus a 

clean and healthy environment aids effective learning and provides a conductive 

learning environment. 

The Practice: - The Institution has a system for Green –auditing of its facilities which 

is carried out informally by the National Service Scheme. The use of plastic bags is 

avoided in the campus and the authority is planning to declare the entire campus as 

“No Plastic Zone”. 

Students and staff are motivated to use jute bags or cotton bags. 

Tree plantation drives are organized regularly to create clean and green campus. 
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The NSS wings of the college take up plantings regularly 

Faculty and students led Initiatives to save significant electricity by conducting 

awareness programmes on energy conservation and adopts measures to ensure that 

energy is conserved wherever possible. 

Every department follows a policy of switching on power only when required and 

switching off when not in use. Tree plantation drives are organized regularly to great 

clean and green campus. 

The NSS/NCC wings of the collage take up planting saplings regularly. The botany 

department of the collage maintains a botanical garden which has wide variety of 

plant species. our sincere efforts for carbon neutrality include the planting of trees by 

NSS volunteers/NCC cadets/ Scout rovers  segregation of  degradable and non 

degradable waste and disposal in the campus in eco friendly manners and collection 

and segregation of plastic waste with the help of students. Use dustbins in college 

campus.  

Evidences of success – The green campus developed by collage helps not only to save 

the environment but also adds to the beauty of the campus besides providing shed to 

people. The plant are used for scientific studies ban on plastic items has made collage 

campus clean and beautiful. Waste Plastic bottles are used as hanging garden. 

It has resulted in attracting more students. 

However the collage strives to generate minimal waste and tries to reduced the use of 

plastic wherever possible. Printer cartridge are generally refilled and not disposed 
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wherever refilling is not possible the cartridge is returned to the manufacturer. paper 

waste is sold off to vendors who send it for recycling. 

Problems encountered and recourse required- Being a self-Finance institute, there is a 

long process to get any kind of financial help to set up such a system which demand 

huge financial recourse. 

The financial recourse are always needed to secure success In organizing the these 

programs maintaining the motivation level in voluntary work and ensuring whole 

hearted involvement of volunteers in all the activities was also a problem which 

requires careful teacher supervision. 
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Best Practice-2 

Title- Feedback System 

Objective of Practice– To evaluate the existing teaching- learning environment and 

curriculum and to take appropriate action for the improvement of poor performing 

areas. 

The Context- The IQAC of the college has designed Feedback Performa according the 

State Quality assurance cell covering the different aspect such as college 

administration curriculum, teaching teaching-learning process. Library etc. pertaining 

to tour different stakeholders. 

 Feedback Form Students  

 Feedback Form Teacher  

 Feedback From Parents  

 Feedback Form Alumni  

 Practice- In the Present 

Practice- In the present era, the teacher-student relation in any educational institute 

plays a crucial role in the development of the student in particular and the institute in 

general. To determine the capabilities of students, they are being evaluated through 

the process of well-defined examination system At the sometime. For determining the 

capabilities of teacher, a feedback system is required to be kept in place. 
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Feedback mechanism system ensures a detailed analysis of the performance of the 

teacher with respect to the various parameters from the Academic year 2017-18 to 

2022-2023. 

It provide a proper feedback to the concerned teacher and hence can help to have good 

result as the teachers concerned would then work on their weaker points the some 

would be reflected from their individual feedback report. 

Evidence of Success- With the detailed study of feedback forms and the 

implementation of this practice of getting feedback from various channels and acting 

on its basis for developing future plans and strategy has been largely successful. 

Feedback from various corners has been proved to be very fruitful foundation. This 

system provides a comprehensive and integrated pool of observation and information 

about the degree of success or failure of the various policy measure and initiative 

taken by the institution. 

Problems encountered and resources required- 

 People especially parent are very hesitant in sharing the feedback. 

 Few of them are unable to understand the question the properly. 

 

 


